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Setback for cure overshadows AIDS council of war
PARIS: For more than three decades,
Added to this is a campaign
AIDS and those fighting it have been under way in subSaharan Africa
locked in a tango whose steps have to promote male circumcision,
gone sideways, backwards or for which has been found to be
wards with the lives of millions at remarkably effective in shielding
stake.
men from sexuallytransmitted
The 20th International AIDS Con HIV. "It is easy to forget where we
ference, opening in Melbourne,
were 30 years ago  overcrowded
Australia on Sunday, will have plenty AIDS wards, little funding for and
of opportunity to mull the strange
even less understanding of HIV,"
dance with this complex, deadly dis said Michel Sidibe, chief of the UN's
ease.

specialist programme UNAIDS.
For several years now, the news
"The AIDS epidemic devastated
has been sunny, a tale of declining families, communities and had a
mortality and fewer infections  the
major impact on countries where
outcome of gruelling lab .work and
the epidemic took hold. But over the
billions of dollars in health invest last 15 years, there has been remark
ment.
able progress and we have moved
Among the greatest pharmaceuti from despair to hope."
But, true to AIDS' unpredictable
cal inventions of all time, drugs to
repress HIV are more and more tango, the buoyant mood has been
reaching those in need, and ways are jolted by a sharp disappointment.
The hopes had been sparked by an
being explored to use them to pre
vent infection by the AIDS virus, not infant in the United States, known
just treat it.
anonymously as "the Mississippi

Baby," who was born with HIV to an
infected, untreated mother.

She was given a strong dose of
drugs immediately at birth and the
treatment continued for 18 months,

when physicians lost track of her.
When doctors next checked her

five months later, they could find no
sign of the virus  an astonishing
discovery.
Last week, though, it was discov
ered that after the child had lived 27

months without HIV and drugs, the
virus had bounced back.

Far from being cured, the
"Mississippi Baby" has been put on
drugs, a daily regimen that may
prove to be lifelong.
"The announcement is of course

disappointing for all of us in the
field," said Sharon Lewin, a leading
cure researcher and professor at
Melbourne's Monash University, who
will cochair the conference.  AFP

